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We are going to travel to…..

⦿ m



Tongue- twister      

⦿ 1. is, the batter,with,the butter,is,that,the 
⦿ batter
⦿ 2. 

eggs,Easter,eighty,eats,each,Eddie,Easter.
⦿ 3. sheets,sew,shall,she,says,Shelly,shy.
⦿ 4.tunnel,the,through,tore,train,two-twenty-t

wo,the.                                   
⦿ o                                                                   



Tongue-twister

⦿ The batter with the butter is the batter 
that is better!

⦿ Each Easter Eddie eats eighty Easter 
eggs.

⦿ Shy Shelly says she shall sew sheets.
⦿ The two-twenty-two train tore throught 

the tunnel.



Weekend                s



Tag-questions

⦿ 1. He is intersted in travelling,….?
⦿ 2. They are your friends,….?
⦿ 3. The weather was wonderful,….?
⦿ 4. It isn’t sunny,….?

⦿ c



Tag- questions

⦿ 1. He is interested in travelling, isn’t 
he?

⦿ 2. They are your friends, aren’t they?
⦿ 3. The weather was wonderful, wasn’t 

it?
⦿ 4. It isn’t sunny, is it?



Match the words with similar 
meanings

⦿ Say, do, start, organise,picnic,begin, 
p.m,trip, dress, learn, tell,arrange, party, 

afternoon,trevel, uniform, stady, make.



.

⦿ Do-make; start-begin; p.m.-afternoon; 
dress-uniform; organise-arrange; 
picnic-party; trip-travel; learn-study.



Make up sentenses

1. Invitation
2. Partner
3. Programme
4. Educational
5. Local
6. Social

o



.

⦿ Moscow is one of the biggest and most 
beautiful cities in the world.

⦿ There are a lot of theatres, museums and 
cinemas in Moscow.

⦿ Many tourists visit Moscow.
⦿ The oldest theatre is the Bolshoi Theatre.
⦿ The Kremlin is the oldest centre of 

Moscow.



.

⦿ Moscow is one of the biggest and most 
beautiful cities in the world.

⦿ The Kremlin is the oldest centre of 
Moscow.

⦿ There are a lot of theatres, museums and 
cinemas in Moscow.

⦿ The oldest theatre is the Bolshoi Theatre.
⦿ Many tourists visit Moscow.



We are going to travel to 
Moscow



Your hometask
Detective’s Notes

⦿ You must find out  some interesting facts 
about Moscow (5 sentences).

⦿ If you translate your text into English you’ll 
get “five”

⦿ If you write your text in Russian you’ll get 
“four”.


